China's long-term planning major projects "high-resolution earth observation system" has been invested nearly 100 billion and the satellites will reach 100 to 2020. As to 2/3 of China's area covered by mountains，it has a higher demand for remote sensing. In addition to light intensity, frequency, phase, polarization is also the main physical characteristics of remote sensing electromagnetic waves. Polarization is an important component of the reflected information from the surface and the atmospheric information, and the polarization effect of the ground object reflection is the basis of the observation of polarization remote sensing. Therefore, the effect of eliminating the polarization effect is very important for remote sensing applications.
Earth's surface and atmospheric targets in the reflection, scattering and transmission and emission of electromagnetic radiation in the process, they will produce their own nature of the characteristics of the polarization, that is, the polarization characteristics of the target contains a variety of information.
Stokes parameters can be expressed as I, Q, U, V, ie R R R th th R
（1）
Where I is the light intensity, Q, U represent the linearly polarized light intensity in both directions, V represents the circularly polarized light intensity, I0 is the total intensity of the light, , , th , th represent the linearly polarized light in the 0°, 90°, + 45°, -45°direction of the ideal polarizer placed on the optical propagation path. and represent the intensity of the left and right of the circularly polarized light.
The degree of polarization of the incident light is
P R （2）
The polarization azimuth of the incident light is φ R 㐱㈮ （3）
Polarization effect
At present, the conventional remote sensing can only get good images in the case of moderate 1/3 light, and the rest is too bright (such as solar storms, stellar objects or water flares), and too dark (such as major natural disasters or remote very weak light planetary detection) is difficult to obtain, which has become the advanced space exploration and surface geological disasters such as remote sensing observation of the bottleneck.
Polarization based on the observed physical and chemical properties of different physical and chemical properties of a strong contrast ratio, that is, strong light "weakened", low light "enhanced" physical mechanism, to solve this problem to provide new possibilities. Assuming that the incident radiation is the unit radiation, the radiation will have multiple scattering between the surface, the surface and both, and the final radiation obtained by the sensor is the sum of the three. In general, the radiation incident to the surface, or is directly scattered back into the atmosphere, or absorbed, or into the surface of the internal. Into the surface of the radiation inside the surface with the material, such as moisture and other biochemical effects, will be part of the scattering, part of the absorption. However, unlike surface scattering, this part of the scattering is related to the material content inside the surface, and its modulation of the radiation is reflected in the reflectivity, which is non-polarized (Knyazikhin Y, 2013a ) (Knyazikhin Y, 2013b) in Figure 2 . The probability of scattering is as follows: the probability that the surface is directly reflected is the probability of scattering upwards inside the surface, and the probability of scattering down is. Into the interior of the surface, with its interaction, the radiation is the total probability of scattering:
(1 )
The probability of radiation being absorbed
The probability of transmission downwards
The total energy of the radiation received by the sensor interacting with the surface and the interior can be simply expressed as:
The degree of polarization detected by the sensor is:
In general, RSP can be considered constant, that is, regardless of the amount of wavelength. When the reflectivity of the surface is low, that is, the performance of the smaller value, from the visual effect, the target will appear very dark, then the degree of polarization p is a large value, then the realization of the "weak light" process; When the reflectivity of the surface is large, that is, the performance of the larger value, from the visual effect, the target will appear very bright, the degree of polarization p is shown as a small value, then the "light weakening" process.
Polarization effect of canopy structure
Leaf scattering spectrum is the key optical variable that conveys information about leaf absorbing constituents from remote sensing. It cannot be directly measured from space because the radiation scattered from leaves is affected by the 3D canopy structure (Knyazikhin et al., 2013a; Knyazikhin et al., 2013b; Knyazikhin et al., 2013c) . In addition, some radiation is specular reflected at the surface of leaves. This portion of reflected radiation is partly polarized, does not interact with pigments inside the leaf and therefore contains no information about its interior. Very little empirical data are available on the spectral and angular scattering properties of leaf surfaces.
Whereas canopy-structure effects are well understood, the impact of the leaf surface reflectance on estimation of leaf absorption spectra remains uncertain. We thus present empirical and theoretical analyses of angular, spectral, and polarimetric measurements of light reflected by needles and shoots of Pinus koraiensis and Picea koraiensis species. Figure 3 illustrates our samples. The total radiation reflected by a leaf includes two components, specular and diffuse (Vanderbilt and Grant, 1985) . absorbing wavelengths ( Figure 5 ). Note that our approach provides a lower bound on the impact, i.e., a "true" impact is stronger (Yang et al., 2016) . Figure 5 . Correlation between scattering coefficients of the Picea koraiensis shoot derived with (horizontal axis) and without (vertical axis) correction for the needle surface effects. In this example, relative differences are 17%-140% in blue (450-500 nm), 3%-74% red (600-650 nm), 3%-59% green (520-580 nm) and below 4% in the near infrared (800-950 nm) spectral intervals.
To summarize, the angular, spectral and polarimetric data convey information about properties of the needle surfaces, shoot structural organizations and needle optics. This information is required to retrieve the needle albedo, which is directly related to the absorption spectra of leaf biochemical constituents.
Ground -gas separation of new atmospheric windows
Atmospheric decay is the largest source of error in Earth observation, with an effect of up to 5-30%.
Figure 6. Remote sensing images with small atmospheric impacts (left) and large atmospheric impacts (right)
In order to verify the theoretical feasibility of using the neutral point for the separation of ground-air polarization effects (Lee, 1998) , a ground verification experiment was designed. The experiment is to polarize the same region at the neutral and non-neutral locations, respectively, and then compare the polarized parameters of the imaging. Figure 7 shows the geometric schematic of the observations for ground experiments, (a) for observations at neutral point, and (b) for observing at non-neutral locations. The degree of polarization on the connection between the surface and the neutral point is zero. The imaging device used in the experiment is Nikon D200 SLR digital camera, placed in front of the camera iodine polarizer, change the polarizer axis and the reference axis angle, respectively, 0°, 60°, 120°three angles of the data. properties of a strong contrast ratio, that is, light "weakened", low light "enhanced" physical mechanism, to solve this problem to provide new possibilities. Neutral point regional imaging can achieve the effect of eliminating the atmospheric polarization effect and enhancing the polarization effect of the object.
